TokenStars Opens New Horizons For Players
Our core business is investing in prospective players, growing their fan audience and
receiving commissions from their future income and advertising contracts. More and
more players join TokenStars platform and we’re glad to cooperate with each of
them.
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26 talented players joined Scouting module.
5 sports PRO’s signed contract with TokenStars.
TokenStars signed 6 promising players from scouting system.
8 athletes currently negotiate contract details.

Scouting module shows excellent results: since its launch, great scouts and 26 players
all over the world joined TokenStars platform. First scouting vertical was tennis and
it immediately started to attract the attention: 15 promising juniors joined the
platform, 73% already moved to the voting stage and on average received support
from 68% of token holders. We continue the negotiations with 8 of tennis players,
which were supported by the community and signed a contract with 2 promising
athletes: Melissa Boyden and Valeriya Olyanovskaya.

Launch of poker vertical was a big step forward in Scouting module development. We
decided to prioritize and dig into this sports because the poker industry perfectly fits
the idea of talent investments and players can generate income and show results in
much shorter terms. Of the 11 players who have joined the platform, 8 players were
already reviewed by TokenStars experts, 4 of them received community support
and signed a contract with us.

TokenStars provides an opportunity for scouts, located all over the world, bring
applications from talented players and receive rewards in ACE and TEAM tokens.
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The cooperation with promising players will grow in long-term clients for whom
TokenStars will attract sponsors and advertisers and earn a commission in tokens. It
allows prospects to grow social capital from the beginning of their careers.
One of the key TokenStars business development directions is the representation and
marketing promotion to established pro athletes and media personalities that are
already attractive to sponsors but were overlooked by traditional agencies. In an era
when professional career development highly relies on the ability to attract social
capital and access funding sources, stars need more ways to get discovered by the
audience and sponsors.

We’re constantly working on expanding our clients’ portfolio and pleased to have
such great players as Veronika Kudermetova, Elitsa Kostova, Marius Copil,
João Klauss De Mello and Otávio Edmilson da Silva Monteiro on board.
We’re creating new opportunities and tools for players to attract fans and grow their
influencing potential, for example, they can create their own fan club in the Bounty
Fan module.
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